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Abstract: The study aimed at determining the technical descriptions of performance stages, recognizing the
most technical mistakes of impact on the performance level of throwing competition (Shot put- Javelin throwing-
discus throwing). The researchers use the descriptive approach by the method of "case study" which is
suitable to the study nature. The main sample is chosen by the international way of the throwing juniors
registered in Assiut Branch for Athletics under 20 years. The sample included 15 juniors. The exploratory
sample included 36 juniors, Gangested Webvredge Model, Hay and Reid Model, video camera and projector
are used as the tools in order to collect data and after presenting and discussing the results, it is confirmed that
the designed evaluation application of the technical performance is valid and the race mistakes are determined.
The researchers recommend using the evaluation application of the technical performance of competition during
the training, also they recommend the use of Gangested Weburedge and Hay and Reid Model of the qualitative
analysis to determine the performance mistakes of the competition.
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INTRODUCTION suggesting the instructions for the player as a therapeutic

Throwing has basis and rules the thrower should The two researchers consider that the quantitative
follow during the throwing of his tool to reach the farthest analysis help to link the stages of the skilful performance
possible distance. These rules include the mechanical and with each other and form it with the scientific form that
functional aspects, besides the rules that are used at the introduce the way to the quantitative progress through
international and local level. Throwing begins with the quantitative determination to reach to determine
preparatory movements in order to put the thrower and information about the performance and its mistakes, also
the shoot in the most suitable position of throwing to determine the most common mistakes and its effect on the
obtain the demanded score [1]. performance level. The aim of this information research is

The  skilful  thrower  is  the  one  who  realizes  the be in digital forms, which raise its objectivity and form and
best kinetic rhythm of his race. Every throwing this is the concept and problem of the research. 
competition has its own kinetic rhythm which
characterizes   it.    The    balance    movement    rhythm Research Aim: Evaluating the technical l performance of
has  a  significant  indication  about  the extend of the throwing competition (Shot put-javelin throw-discus
directing  the  throwing  energy  to  the  right  direction throwing) by using the quantitative analysis.
and   using   the   suitable   moment   to   throw   in   the
main  stage  [2]  Hay  and   Reid   Model   is  considered Research Questions:
one of the best qualitative analysis models of the
biomechanics,   because    they    distinguish    between What are the performance specifications of the
the   qualitative   and   the   qualitative   analysis.   This technical stages of the throwing competition in the
model  includes  four  steps  which  form  a  mechanic light of the Gangested and Peveredge models?
model  to  determine   the   skills,   observe  the What are the most technical mistakes that affect the
performance and determine the mistakes, besides performance level of throwing competition, in the
arranging  the  priorities  of  these  mistakes  and light of Hay and Reid model?

intervention [3].
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MATERIALS AND METHODS this application to a group of experts, who have the

The Used Approach: The researchers used the descriptive the field race (they are ten experts).And determined the
approach by means of "Case Study" that matches the following:
nature of the study. (A) The  importance  of  every  stages  of  the

Society and Research Samples: The basic sample of the distributing (20) marks for every performance stages
research is chosen from the throwing juveniles who are according   to    the    relative   importance   of  every
registered in Assiut branch for athletics, under 20 years stages  and  arithmetic  average  was   calculated   for
and the sample included 15 juveniles, 18 distinguished every stage and each was approximated to the nearest
and 18 non-distinguished students. mark  or  half  mark  to  facilitate  the  distribution of

The Tools of Data Collection: Through distributing the marks on every stage of the

Analysis the content to determine a model of the stability stage has got one mark, the ready status
technical performance of the research competition. stage has got one mark, the marching stage has got
Model of Gangested and Pevreydge, model of Hay two marks, the slipping stage has got two marks,
and Reid. stage of throwing has got 4 marks, the stage of front
Video Camera and Projector running has got 4 marks, stage of covering balance
Application of opinion poll of the experts of the keeping has got 2 marks (of 20 marks) and they
performance stages of the research competition. approximated the mark in order to facility the
Application of opinion poll of the experts to calculation.
determine the relative importance of the mistakes and Through distributing the marks on every stage of the
its effects. technical performance stage of the race javelin and
Application of evaluating the technical performance stability stage has got one mark, stage closer got one
level of the research competition. mark, stage cross-phase steps has got five mark,

Steps of Designing the Performance Evaluation mark, throwing stage has got five mark and stage of
Application by Using Hay and Reid Model: First Step: Termination has got tow marks (of 20 marks), of
Analysis of the content to determine a model for the ability have been rounded to class until easy to
technical performance of competition by using the handle.
Gangested Webvredge model. Through distributing the marks on every stage of the

First Step: Analysis of the content to determine a model Carrying discus and Preparing Stand stage has got 3
for the technical performance of competition by using the marks, Swing stage has got 2 marks, rotation stage
Gangested Webvredge model. has got 4 marks, development phase throwing stage

Content analysis is used in many of the scientific and phase coverage and keeping the balance stage
reference of the field competition[4-7],  after renewing got two marks (of 20 marks), of ability have been
previous literature that handled the Kenmatic rounded to class until easy to handle.
analysis of throwing competition, " [8-11],  therefore,
the researchers reached to the description kinetic the Determine the most common and difficult mistakes
performance of the body parts which participate in
the competition performance (Shot put - Javelin
Throw - discus throwing) (Appendix 1).

Second Step: Determination of Mistakes: The common
mistakes of the competition are determined through
analysis the content of the pervious literature and
references and also Analysis of the main sample
performance  of  throwing  junior   through   projector,
used  on  03-10-2009.  This  data  is  presented  in a
primary  application,  then  the   researchers   presented

academic experiences in addition to the field experience in

technical performance of the throwing competition by

mistake marks. 

technical performance stage of Shot put race and

stage of development phase throwing has got five

technical performance stage of Discus throwing race,

has got 4 marks, throwing stage has got five marks

through distributing the application on the experts by
adding or modifying or omitting from the formation of
technical mistakes.

After consulting the experts in the mistakes of the
technical evaluation application of the discus
throwing completions the researchers modified some
of the formation mistakes, also, they omitted
unsuitable mistakes. They considered the formation
of technical mistakes that got 70% and above, they
omitted the mistakes that ranged less than 70%.
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In  Shot  put  race,  3  mistakes  had  been  omitted in order to evaluate the quantitative and qualitative
and one mistake had been modified. In discus throwing judgement on the application items and so the
Race, one mistake had been omitted, while 3 mistakes had researchers got / obtain an evaluation application of
been modified, while in Javelin throwing race, two (Shot put, Javelin throw and discus throwing)
mistakes had been omitted and one mistake had been competition and the degree of the effect of the
modified. mistake by using Hay and Reid Models (Appendix 2)

Third Step: Determine every technical mistake and the
extent of its effect on the technical performance. Transactions Form the Scientific Description of the

After determining and forming the mistakes, experts Validity: Confirmed the veracity of the form through the
opinion questionnaire were designed to determine sincerity of differentiation was the researchers the
every technical mistake and the extent of its effect on application form on 18players arises from an emerging
the technical performance of every stage of shooting and registered branch of Qana Athletics (sample
performance stages (Shot put- Javelin throw- discus characteristic), which was filmed on 10/13/2009, 18
throwing) race. This is shown from the quantitative students from the specialty training field events
and quantitative evaluation of application items, to (unmarked sample) has been photographed on 15.10.2009
be assure from the stability of content according to has been included on every race 6 players and then it was
this, the omitted, modified are used through data processing has been shown statistically that there
calculating   the   percentage   standard   mistakes were differences statistically significant, which confirms
and determing the function of the level 0.05, data of the truth of the form.
technical mistakes for the technical stages had been
illustrated to determine the most effective mistakes in Reliability: The researchers used the application and re-
the level of technical performance through application has considered the application that the group
calculating the standard mistakes of the approval deals on 10.13.2009 the application first and then was
and refusal percentage of the effective mistakes in filmed at the same sample after 5 days will be held on
the performance stages according to the experts, one 10.18.2009 as an application-Thani, in order to verify the
mistake is omitted during the preparation stage of stability of form and after processing the data statistically
discus throwing race, while the researchers did not a proved there is a strong correlation which confirms the
mitt any mistakes of the Javelin throwing race and stability of the form Transaction Statistics:
Shot put race.
The relative importance and the degrees of the effect Arithmetic mean - the arithmetic mean is likely - the
of the mistakes of technical performance of the standard deviation
competition to determine the importance of every Coefficient of persistence - the estimated class - the
mistake of the technical mistakes of every stage, link
based on the experts marks, to determine the Average percentage - the standard error - the
relativity importance for every performance stages, percentage

after conforming the scientific treatment application.

Performance

Attachment 1: The qualitative description and the kinetic trend of body parts that participated in performing the competition of throwing the discus of the right thrower

Performance Stages 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Preliminary Stage
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Carrying the discus Preliminary Reach to Main Stage Final Stage

Body Parts and stand by Swing Rotation throwing status Throwing Coverage

Head Faced to the rear of Faced to the rear Look at front, The head is on At high and the The head at top
throwing circle and his of  throwing circle, contrary to the straight line with eyes on the front the eyes are 
sight is focus on stable directed to the right direction of the left side of horizontal
target in front him side of the body throwing area. the left leg

- Look at throwing area.
-Look contrary to throwing 
area direction.
-The sight directed 
to throwing area.
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Shoulders Straight on one line The move meant of The shoulders is -The left shoulder The left shoulder 

the arms and shoulders perpendiculars with the doesn't exceed the left works as support axis Parallel

is be as one unit back side, the shoulder knee during rotation -  The cross care of the 

core is above the right foot -The perpendicular must shoulders make with 

remaining between the the torso, right angle

 core of shoulders and -The perpendicular must

backside.-The core of the remaining between the 

shoulder is parallel to the core of shoulders 

ground during rotation and backside.

process - The shoulders 

are parallel.

-The core of the shoulder 

is parallel to the ground during 

rotation process

-The process of pressing is 

decreased when the right knee 

directs to throwing area so the 

two shoulders while be vertical 

with the throwing area

Right elbow In relax Stretched during the Extended Extended Stretched Folded in 

swing to the right- relax status

folded from the left

Performance Stages 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Preliminary Stage

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Carrying the discus Preliminary Rotation Reach to Main Stage Final Stage

Body Parts and stand by Swing throwing status Throwing Coverage

-Carrying the discus on -Swinging the right arm The discus is on the right Behind the body and Swinging the right arm Moves autom

the last joints of the fingers with a relaxation arm extension behind the completely extents to quickly to the front.And atically to make

-Spreading the fingers movement at a horizontal body and the hand wrist the most farther position when the right arm thedemanded balance

on the discus edge-Relaxing level The discus is on the directs to the ground in the and at a level lower reaches to the right 

the wrist with its right arm extension rotation beginning when the than the shoulder shoulder, the discus

straightness-Learning behind the body and right leg reaches to the hand wrist  to the throwing leaves hand from 

the discus on the wrist the hand wrist directs middle of circle, the direction with pull the 

base-Learning the to the ground in the rotation throwing arm remains discus edge by the 

thumb on the discus beginning when the right extended in an opposite index and middle fingers

leg reaches to the middle direction to throwing

of circle, the throwing behind the body1

arm remains extended

in an opposite direction

to throwing behind

the body

Right Hand -Carrying the discus on the -Spreading the fingers The discus is on the right Behind the body and Swinging the right Moves automatically

last joints of the fingers on the discus edge -The arm extension behind the completely extents to arm quickly to the  to make the demanded

-Spreading the fingers on movement directs to body and the hand wrist the most farther position front.And when the  balance

the discus edge -Relaxing the left side of the player directs to the ground in and at a level lower right arm reaches to

the wrist with its body, not exceeding the the rotation beginning than the shoulder the right shoulder, the 

straightness-Learning the shoulder level -Relaxing when the right leg reaches discus leaves hand 

discus on the wrist the wrist with its straightness to the middle of circle, from hand wrist to

base-Learning the -Returning to the right, the throwing arm remains the throwing direction

thumb on the discus behind and little to the top extended in an opposite with pull the discus edge

-Learning the discus direction to throwing by the index and

on the wrist base-Moving behind the body middle fingers

the right arm parallel to 

the ground and hand 

back to the top
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Performance Stages 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Preliminary Stage

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Carrying the discus Preliminary Reach to Main Stage Final Stage

Body Parts and stand by Swing Rotation throwing status Throwing Coverage

Trunk (body) Erect with relaxed muscles The trunk is rotating in the Erection of the trunk with - Utmost pressing Erected towards -Little down and 

right direction while the right perpendiculars parallel to of the trunk throwing section forward leaning 

arm is swinging in the right shoulders and back (bending)

direction.

Right Knee -Stretch or little bending -Little bending -Great bending -Inbound bending in -The right knee rotates -Little bending

-Great and strong  the left direction forwardwith bending

swinging at the beginning position-Extend after

 of rotation meeting throwing

section

Right Foot - For from left foot - The body is resting on the 1. Right swinging strongly -Right leg is in -Rotates forward on the -Right leg is put with

with width of shoulders right leg during utmost and rapidly starts to wars the middle of the circle metatarsus knee bending forward

or little wider swinging in the right direction throwing after the left foot -Makes an angle of 120  at internal edge of

-Its front takes a completely turn towards degree with the direction  the throwing circle

deviated status throwing area. of throwing on the foot

2. When left leg steps, stool and raising the heel 

the right foot strongly falls

down and forward in

the middle of circle

3. During rotation, the right 

leg rotates 15cm height from 

the ground surface and it 

metatarsus is inbound

Performance Stages 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Preliminary Stage

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Carrying the discus Preliminary Reach to Main Stage Final Stage

Body Parts and stand by Swing Rotation throwing status Throwing Coverage

Left elbow -State of relaxation -Bending Forward the chest in the Bending -Bending near the trunk Bending

Left hand The left hand drop-down. -The left hand accompanies level of the shoulder at Indicate to the opposite Left arm works as a Swing the left arm

the right hand. the beginning of the stage. direction to the throwing. fulcrum hub to prevent to the back.

the non-moving of 

thebody’s rush  to the 

forward  or to the side.

Left knee Stretched or flexed slightly Slight flexion Large bend within the Slight flexion. Extended .

limits of 90 degrees Flexed

with the center of 

gravity of a body.

-Stretches slightly during 

the swing of a left foot 

Left Foot Far away from right Be on the insteps with Raise the heel and start Settle at the end of the Pushing by the left Swing the left foot

foot  in a wide of lifting and rotating the rotation on the instep to the throwing circle and to leg when the knee of circle, the left leg

shoulders or a little more. heel of the left foot in left - when the right leg the left of the halfway the right foot directs to the back

the direction of the swing reaches to the middle of the line on its internal edge. to the throwing.

swings and Does as a hub fulcrum

settles vertically at the front 

prevents the non-moving 

of the circle to the right leg 

of the body’s rush to the 

and to the back a little.

forward or to the side.
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Performance Stages 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Preliminary Stage

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Carrying the discus Preliminary Reach to Main Stage Final Stage

Body Parts and stand by Swing Rotation throwing status Throwing Coverage

Touching the Ground On the two foots The body weight Center - Moves the Center weight - The body weight is - The body weight -Alternate the two

moves from leg to another from the foots to the foot supported on the right moves from the foots support on the

in a rhythm movement of the left leg. folded leg and the right right leg to the left leg. right leg.

with a swinging movement - the body supports on leg is be on its rest.

- Supporting on foots insteps the front of the right leg,

when swinging and reaching

to the middle of the circle.

Attachment 2: Application of evaluating the competition of throwing the discus and the extend of effecting the mistakes by using model of Hey and Reid

Put ( ) In front

the mistake

-----------------------------

Trials

-----------------------------

Attachment The Mistakes of the Technical Performance of the Technical Stages of Discus Throwing Mark 1 2 3 Total

(A) Carrying the discus, stand by stand: 

1 Catching the discus with the front phalanxes of the figures 0.97

2 Instability of the discus, adjacent to the hand of the throwing arm. 0.66

3 Stand on the two legs on one straight or the exaggeration in separating of the free leg to back 0.66

4 Doesn't distribute the weight centre on the two legs 0.71

Total

(B) The preliminary Swing (Preparatory):

1 The exaggerating in effort in the preliminary swings 0.42

2 Swinging the discus beside the body 0.52

3 The swinging move is only using the hand move 0.53

4 The preparatory swinging is very high 0.53

Total

© Rotation:

1 Starting the rotation by moving the foot of the free leg without rotate on the front of the foot 0.64

2 Starting the rotation by moving the higher part of the body (from the shoulders) 0.64

3 Rotation in narrow field. 0.64

4 Performing the jumping process by high form at rotation process (rotation by very high) 0.72

5 Non movement the discus in the straight line (on the shoulder level) during the rotation 0.72

6 Strong push by the left foot to complete the full rotation of the body 0.64

Total

(D) Reach to throwing status:

1 The body heavy doesn't fall on the support leg the folded in the throwing status 0.98

2 Non rotate the support foot in the direction of the throwing section 1.05

3 The discus is very low or under the shoulder level when the left foot touches the ground. 0.98
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Put ( ) In front

the mistake

---------------------------

Trials

---------------------------

Attachment The Mistakes of the Technical Performance of the Technical Stages of Discus Throwing Mark 1 2 3 Total

4 The weight of thrower body reaches to the left leg early 0.98

Total

(H) Throwing (Starting):

1 The status of body weight centre is above the right foot in the moment of leaving the discus 0.35

2 The player doesn't straight his right leg during the last push from the starting time. 0.35

3 Arm and left shoulder don't detent but continue in the movement to the back 0.32

4 Weak detention for left leg 0.33

5 In complete extension for the body at the starting moment 0.34

6 Front the palm of hand to the direction of throwing 0.47

7 Front the back of the hand to the direction of throwing 0.48

8 Switch feet before launching the disc 0.35

9 Switch feet at the time of launching the disk 0.35

10 The right leg lose its friction with the ground very quickly and thus

the body weight moves to the left leg quickly 0.33

11 Falling the left shoulder significantly and flexing the left leg during the starting moment 0.34

12 Proceeding the shoulders before pelvis in the throwing process 0.32

13 Rotation the disc inside (reversing the direction of clockwise) by dragging it to an 

internal direction for chest, causing the falling of its rotation speed not push at the front 0.35

14 Front the right side to the throwing 0.33

Total Sum

(W) Coverage and Keeping Balance

1 Speed in coverage 1.18

2 Exaggerate in the drunk tend toward the throwing section without switching the two legs 0.82

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION that the trainer can use the verbal substitutes instead of

View  and  Discuss  the  Results  of  the  First  Question: descriptions for the performance of shot putting and
To answer the first question they researchers analyzed therefore the first question has been answered. 
the content of a number of scientific references and
previous studies specialized in field events [4-7], to Displaying and Discussion the Results of the Second
determine the descriptions of technical completion of Question: According to the Shot put race, the researchers
(Shot put, Javelin throw and discus throwing) the extracted the most effective technical performance stages
researchers used Gangisted and Biverdge models mistakes by calculating the marks of mistakes effect for
(appendix 1) to show the qualitative determination of the every stage.
technical description of the stages of performance the In the stage of shot putting and standby, there have
Shot put, completion. Appendix 1 of the body parts helps been 3 mistakes at 0.13 and 5 mistakes at 0.12. There was
the trainer of these competitions to observe body parts closeness among all mistakes of the stage. In the stage of
during / while movement. This determination is important readiness there has been a mistake at 0.51. The second
to the trainer because due to its richness and check the one occurred at 0.49. So, it is showed the range of the two
technical specifications have been noted [12], stated that mistakes closeness. While in the stage of crawling start,
this determination includes less than 6 points and said (the Crawl on instep) was the most effective mistake on

using the of the qualitative analysis of the technical
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the technical performance as it happened at 0.49 whereas 2 degrees on the mistakes of the stages of technical
it was the highest degree to that stage. In the slipping performance for the competition of Javelin throwing. The
stage, the highest degree was 0.66 because of the mistake body movement and its ability to a dynamic achievement
of (jump during the Crawl). While at the force status connect to the tool which throws or four mistakes, one of
stage, the highest degree of effective mistake on the them has the highest which the tool launch to it and the
performance at 0.62 for the mistake of (non- rotation the expression of the individuals ability to the dynamic
slip feet in the direction of the push during the slipping). achievement [4].
In the stage of forward acceleration there were two In throwing the disc, the researchers calculated the
mistakes at 0.72 degree (the angle of the right elbow with degree of a mistake for each stage. In the stage of carrying
the trunk are more or less than 90 degree, the unrolling of disc and standby there were 4 mistakes, the most effective
the right knee to the inside and to the down during the mistakes were the disc catching by the front phalanges of
transition period).In the stage of throwing the most fingers at 0.97 of followed by non distribution of the legs
effective mistake was (not fully extend of the arm during weight at 0.71. The mistake of instability disc adjacent to
the throwing) whereas, it reached to 0.48. In the coverage the palm of the throwing arm and the mistake of standing
stage and balance keeping, there was only one mistake at by the two legs in a straight way or the exaggeration in
2 degrees (non full extend for the body during push). the distance of legs to the back were at 0.66.

In the Javelin throwing. The researchers calculated In the stage of primary swing, there were 4 mistakes
the degree of the mistake effect for each stage. In the including only the swing movement by using the hand
stage of standby, there were two mistakes at 0.25, while movement the highest primary swing at 0.53 for each of
there was only one mistake at 0.23 and another mistake at them. The disc swing beside the body was at 0.52 and the
0.27 so, there was a closeness among all mistakes of the fourth mistake was at 0.42. In the rotation stage, there
stage, in the approach stage, there was happened one were 6 mistakes affected the performance of the jump
mistake at 0.34 and two mistakes at 0.33. It is also push or height during the process of rotation (rotation be very
throws out to become the distance appeared the high) and non- functioning of the disc in a straight line (in
closeness of mistakes effect. In the timing steps, there the shoulder level) during the rotation at 0.72 and they
were two mistakes happened at 0.79 followed by other have the highest impact in the stages of performance for
mistakes at 0.74, 0.57, 0.55, two mistakes at 0.53 and this race. There were four mistakes which have the same
another at 0.52. In the throwing status there were 10 effect on the performance and have the same of influence
mistakes while the most effective mistake was the lack in at 0.72. The rotation by moving the foot, without rotation
the movement of curvature of the trunk- the curvature of in the front of foot and start the rotation by moving the
lumber area and non- rotation of the right leg in the upper part of the body (the shoulders) The rotation
direction of throwing got 0.73, 0.74 respectively, these two started also by moving the highest part of the body (from
mistakes were the most effective on the performance. the shoulder area) and rotation in a narrow range and
Three mistakes got 0.52 and others got 0.51 and one strong push of the left foot for completing the full rotation
mistake got 0.42. In the throwing stage, there were (8) of the body.
mistakes. The most effective mistake on the performance The reach stage for the throwing status has causing
was the throwing by using the arm muscles only whereas failure to complete the true proportion of the influence at
the elbow joint drives the movement and at 0.96 followed 0.98. This mistake is the non- rotation of the flexed fulcrum
directly by the throwing and opposite side at 0.92. the leg in the direction of throwing and the disc is very low
spear's exit a way from the level of throwing arm extend and below the shoulder level during the touching of left
and the vertical core of the shoulders during its withdraw foot to the ground. Also, the body weight of the player
to the back at 0.72, the big bending mistake in the pelvis reaches to the left foot too early; the stage of throwing
joint (bending the trunk at the front) as well as non (starting) has 14 mistakes with a high effect on the
extension of the right leg completely for pushing has 0.69. technical performance stages for the competition of
While the Javelin throwing and bending the wrist flexed throwing disc. The highest effective mistake is front of the
in a direction contrary to the throwing line at 0.68 and two back of the hand to the throwing direction which got a
mistakes at 0.66. In the stage of throwing a way, the only degree of effect at 0.48 followed by a mistake of front the
mistake was to transfer the weight of the body before palm to the throwing direction at 0.47. There were five
leaving the spear on (the left legs and leaning the left equal mistakes in the influence degree at by a 0.35, three
shoulder on the same foot). This mistake has an effect at mistakes at 0.33, two mistakes at 0.34 and other two
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mistakes at 0.32. In the coverage and keeping balance Using the models of Gangested, Pevredge, Hay and
stage, the mistake of the acceleration in the coverage was Reid for the quantitative analysis to determine the
at 1.18 and the most effective mistake in the performance performance mistakes of the competition (Shot Put -
of this stage. The mistake of exaggeration in leaning the Javelin Throw - Discus throwing).
trunk toward the throwing and final without switching the Using the video in evaluating the performance as it
two legs in the second and final place was on 0.82 degree. use as a feed back.
The process of throwing is a single process that should
result in a relationship and mutual harmony among all REFERENCE
those elements, either physically or technical to achieve
the main objective of the throwing competitions which is 1. Zaher, A.A., 2001. Encyclopaedia of throwing
throwing or pushing the sport instrument to the far physiology. Markz El-Ketab  for publishing, Cairo,
possible distance [1, 6]. pp: 15 (In Arabic). 
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Reidj model as an effective means to evaluate the throwing. Physical science Magazine (periodicity-
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